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AbstractWe propose a reduced complexity antenna diversity combiner�equalizer receiver

structure to combat multipath fading in Cellular Mobile Radio �CMR� communications�

The technique utilizes block adaptation based on interpolated channel estimates and linear or

decision feedback equalization� The receiver o�ers complexity reduction relative to previously

proposed block adaptation methods without sacri�cing performance�
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I Introduction

Performance of the CMR communication systems is signi�cantly degraded by rapidly

time�varying intersymbol interference �ISI� caused by multipath fading ��� ��� Several di�

versity combiner�adaptive equalizer receiver structures were proposed to combat frequency

selective fading� These structures feature multiple antennas� spaced su�ciently far apart so

that their received signals fade independently� combined with equalizers used for mitigating

the e�ects of ISI�

It is important to consider channel fading in the design of an adaptive equalizer� In

CMR communications where the channel is fast fading� combiner equalizer parameters can be

calculated periodically based on channel estimates or updated continuously using an adaptive

equalization algorithm� We used the former approach� Speci�cally� block adaptation is used

for our CMR communication system� In contrast to adaptive equalization� the receiver

parameters in our system are computed periodically based on channel impulse response

�CIR� estimates� The beginning of each data frame contains a known training sequence

which is used to estimate CIR� However� for a fast fading channel� the CIR estimate obtained

from training at the beginning of a data frame should be updated several times during the

data frame� This time�varying CIR is determined by interpolating a set of estimated CIR

values� Then the combiner�equalizer parameters are computed using interpolated channel

estimates from each of the L diversity channels� yielding the optimum performance in the

MMSE sense�

In ���� Lo et al� used the same block�adaptive strategy� However� their receiver structure

di�ers from ours� In their decision feedback receiver� they used an individual fractionally

spaced feedforward �lter for each diversity path and one common symbol spaced feedback

�lter� On the other hand� in ���� Balaban and Salz derived a symbol spaced MinimumMean

Square Error �MMSE� optimum receiver structure� They also incorporated diversity com�

bining and adaptive equalization into a single receiver� Implementing this receiver requires

knowledge of actual channel characteristics� since this receiver features a set of matched �l�

ters for each diversity branch� The output samples from the matched �lters are summed and

processed using a single symbol�spaced equalizer� We combined the block�adaptive strategy

of ��� with the receiver structure similar to that in ���� Our receiver has fractionally spaced

matched �lter for each diversity branch followed by a single symbol spaced Linear Equalizer
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�LE� or Decision Feedback Equalizer �DFE�� This receiver structure has lower computational

complexity than that of Lo et al�� and does not require prior knowledge of channel parameters

as that of Balaban and Salz�

In the following sections we describe our CMR communication model and discuss simula�

tion results� We demonstrate that the proposed simpli�cation does not result in performance

degradation and compare the proposed receivers for various system parameters�

II CMR System Description

A block diagram of the CMR communications system is presented in Figure ��a�� Our

system speci�cations are compatible with the U�S� digital cellular system� A narrow�band

time division multiple access �TDMA� and the ����shifted DQPSK modulation method are

used� The transmit and receive �lters have square root raised cosine frequency response

characteristics with a �	� rollo� factor� In this paper a discrete�time representation is used

which corresponds to sampling all signals at T��� where T is a symbol interval�

At the lth diversity branch� the received signal is

Vl�t� � S�t� � hl�t� �Nl�t�

�
X

k

S�kT �hl�t� kT � �Nl�t� ���

where S�kT � is the ����shifted DQPSK data sequence at time kT � Nl�t� is the AWGN with

the variance ��

n� and hl�t� is the channel impulse response �CIR� which also includes the

transmit and received �lter responses�

For each diversity branch� the CMR channel is modeled in complex baseband represen�

tation as an FIR �lter in the form of a T���spaced tapped�delay�line �TDL� as shown in

Figure ��b�� The TDL consists of three complex tap coe�cients� cil�kT � i������� each repre�

senting a distinct multipath� The multipath power delay pro�le �MPDP� of the channel is

speci�ed with a three�paths �mountainous terrain� model with relative rms powers of �� �	�

and ��	 dB ��� 	�� Each channel tap coe�cient is an independent Rayleigh fading process sim�

ulated with the �modi�ed Jakes model� ��� �� using sixteen sinusoids with distinct Doppler

frequencies up to a maximum Doppler frequency� fdm of ��� Hz� Furthermore� complex

additive white gaussian noise �AWGN� with variance ��

n is added to the transmitted signal
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at the output of each diversity channel� The channel responses and the noise components

are independent�

The signaling format of alternating training and data sequences within a long TDMA

time slot is used� Each data frame consists of a training sequence of length Nt symbols

followed by an uncorrelated data sequence of length Nd symbols� Therefore� the number of

symbols in each transmitted frame is � � Nd �Nt� Since CIR estimates are updated at the

beginning of each data frame� this type of periodic training improves the adaptation problem

at the expense of decreased throughput�

�T �
���Nd

Nd �Nt

� �
���Nd

�
� ���

To estimate CIR for each branch� block adaptation using a known training sequence is

employed ���� In our system� the overall CIR length� Nc� is �xed to six symbol periods of

which �ve symbol periods are due to transmit and receive �lter impulse responses� and one

symbol period is due to the actual CIR of the CMR channel� The training sequence is �	

symbols long as suggested in ����

A set of CIR estimates is obtained from the Block Least Squares �BLS� solution described

in ��� during training intervals� The CIR estimates are updated during data transmission

by interpolating a set of estimated CIR values ���� The relative positions of the estimated

and interpolated CIR samples within the TDMA time slot are illustrated in Fig ��c�� The

normalized sampling rate of the CIR estimates satisfying Nyquist�s sampling criterion� is

de�ned as ���

�f �
fs

�fdm
�

�

�fdm�T
� � ���

where fs is sampling rate� For example� for the maximumDoppler frequency of fdm � ��� Hz

and symbol rate of �

T
� �� ksps� the required frame length should be � � ��� symbols�

This block adaptation strategy was previously published ���� but its utilization in the

receiver structure is new as described below�

We used interpolated CIR estimates� �hl� from each of the L diversity channels to compute

the receiver parameters yielding the optimum performance in the MMSE sense� The optimal

receivers are derived under the assumption that the channel response hl�t� can be estimated
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perfectly� i�e�� �hl�t� is given by the actual response hl�t�� It was shown in ��� that �rst step

in the implementation of the optimum linear or decision feedback equalizer is to pass the

received signal Vl�t� in ��� through a matched �lter associated with the lth diversity channel�

The outputs of the matched �lters are then summed and processed using a symbol�spaced

decision structure� The optimal con�gurations are depicted in Figures ��a� and ��b� for the

linear and the decision feedback for equalizers� respectively� Moreover� the tap coe�cients

of these equalizers are derived as in ���� In ���� known channel responses are assumed�

However� in the adaptive implementation� channel responses need to be estimated� In our

implementation� the �lter tap coe�cients are determined by the current channel estimates

obtained from block adaptation and interpolation as described above� The matched �lters

are also based on these CIR estimates� We implemented these matched �lters as fractionally

spaced �speci�cally T�� spaced�� transversal �lters as shown in Figure ��c�� The overall

length of the matched �lter is six symbol periods which is the length of the CIR estimate�

The computational complexity reduction of the new structure results from employing a

single equalizer following a diversity combiner� Previously proposed adaptive receivers fea�

tured separate fractionally spaced equalizers associated with each diversity branch� Calcula�

tion of the equalizer coe�cients is signi�cantly simpli�ed� The computational complexity is

independent of the number of antenna elements as opposed to linear dependence in previous

implementations ��� �� ���

III Simulation Results

Numerical results illustrate several performance characteristics of the proposed receivers�

The system performance improves with increasing normalized sampling rate� �f � and diversity

order� L� For all diversity cases� poor performance at the Nyquist sampling rate �i�e�� �f � ��

is observed ���� This is illustrated in Fig� � for L � �� Near the minimum sampling rate� the

Doppler spectral images of the CIR estimates are very close together� Hence� this high BER

is caused by the severe aliasing distortion due to the interpolation �lter which is not an ideal

lowpass �lter ���� The performance improvement with increasing �f results in an overhead

of reduced system throughput� �T ���� Our results for various Doppler frequencies and

the number of diversity channels show that a value of �f � ��� �i�e�� twice the Nyquist

sampling rate�� with an associated �T � �	� is a reasonable design choice for our CMR
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communications system �Fig� �� ����

Experiments in ��� and results reported in ��� show that the linear equalizer with 	 taps

and decision feedback equalizer with � forward and � feedback taps are reasonable choices

for the diversity combining equalization structures� We refer to these as the optimum diver�

sity combiner linear equalizer �ODCLE�	���� and the optimum diversity combiner decision

feedback equalizer �ODCDFE������ and use them in our simulations�

In ���� Lo et al� used a di�erent equalization structure� Instead of utilizing matched

�lters� they used an individual fractionally spaced feedforward �lter for each diversity path

and one common symbol spaced feedback �lter� The authors of ��� solved matrix equations

with the order of �L �Nf �Nb�� �L �Nf �Nb� to calculate their DFE equalizer coe�cients�

where Nf and Nb are the number of forward and feedback taps respectively� Thus� the

dimensions of the matrix depends on L� However� in our receiver structure� we solve matrix

equations with the order of N � N for the LE where N is total number of taps� And� for

the DFE� we solve Nf �Nf matrix equations to calculate feedforward taps and calculate Nb

feedback taps by using forward taps and interpolated channel estimates ��� ��� For example�

Lo et al� chose Nf � � and Nb � �� For the diversity order of L � �� they solved a

�� � �� matrix equation� However� with the same number of taps �this number is also

optimum for our system�� we solve a 	 � 	 matrix equations for the LE or solve a � � �

matrix equations and calculate � feedback taps for the DFE regardless of diversity� Hence�

the computational complexity involved in calculation of the optimum diversity combiner and

equalizer structure is considerably reduced as the number of diversity channels increases� In

Figure �� the average BER performance as a function of the normalized sampling rate� �f �

for di�erent values of the maximum Doppler frequency is illustrated for our ODCDFE�����

and Lo et al��s receiver for the case of SNR � �� dB and L � �� We see from the �gure

that ODCDFE����� structure is slightly better than Lo et al��s model for high maximum

Doppler frequencies and the normalized sampling rate less than �� � �f � ��� For low Doppler

frequencies and �f � �� the receiver structures perform almost identically� We also observe

similar e�ect as we increase the number of diversity channels ���� The main reason for this

improvement is the use of the fractionally spaced matched �lter for each diversity branch�

Since the matched �lter spans the whole CIR� we maximize the power of the current symbol�

	



The average BER performance as a function of the average channel SNR for maximum

Doppler frequency� fdm� is illustrated in Figure � for L � � and Figure 	 for L � �� As ex�

pected� the DFE has much better performance than the LE since it is not sensitive to channel

nulls� Although the system performance improves with increasing SNR� an irreducible BER

was found to occur at high values of SNR� �� dB� This is due to receiver limitations in

estimation and tracking the rapid time variations in the fading channel� The use of diversity

channels improves the system performance� Although it does not eliminate the error  oor�

it does reduce the level of the irreducible BER�

IV Conclusions

A simpli�ed antenna diversity combiner�equalizer structure was proposed and analyzed

for CMR channel� This receiver is preferable to previously proposed approaches when CIR

estimation rather than adaptive equalization is performed� Further research issues include

�phase alignment� problem ���� which arises in CIR estimation for di�erentially encoded

data and receiver design for systems with error control coding�
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